MINIMIX MIX800

Ultra-Compact Karaoke Processor with Voice Canceller and Echo/Reverb Effects

- Ultra-compact karaoke/voice processor for podcast, studio and stage applications
- Revolutionary Voice Canceller—effectively eliminates vocals from any stereo source while retaining most music elements
- Integrated digital echo/reverb processor for ultimate vocal enhancement
- 2 independent mic channels with Level controls and Clip indicators for perfect level adjustment
- Dedicated 2-band EQ for awesome vocal enhancement and sound shaping
- Accurate 6-segment LED output meter for precise level indication
- Stereo Line Inputs/Outputs for connecting your favorite CD, MP3, tape recorder etc.
- All Mini Series models can be stacked on top of each other to create an ultra-compact signal processor solution
- 3-Year Warranty Program*
- Conceived and designed by BEHRINGER Germany

The awesome MINIMIX MIX800 is one powerful karaoke machine, which means you can now impress all your friends with your amazing vocal prowess! The incomparable MIX800's revolutionary Voice Canceller circuitry effectively eliminates the vocals from virtually any connected stereo source including tapes, CDs, mp3s – while retaining most of the background musical elements. The spotlight is calling to you like never before!

Two's a Party

Thanks to its integrated 24-bit/40 kHz digital echo/reverb processor, the MIX800 ensures ultimate vocal enhancement. We've included 2 independent mic channels with Level controls and Clip indicators for perfect level adjustment. A dedicated 2-band EQ provides for awesome vocal enhancement and sound shaping, plus there's an accurate 6-digit LED output meter for precise level indication. And to sweeten everything, we've included your choice of state-of-the-art digital Reverb or Echo to add that professional finishing touch to your legendary performance.

*Warranty details can be found at music-group.com.
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Built for a Lifetime of Enjoyment
Long-term reliability and outstanding sound performance is guaranteed, thanks to our use of ultra low-noise audio operational amplifiers, high-quality potentiometers and premium-grade illuminated switches. As an added bonus, all MINI Series models can be stacked one atop the other, creating an ultra-compact signal processing solution. We saved the best part for last; you can record your performance to your favorite device via the MIX800 convenient output connectors – and share it with your friends who couldn't make it to the party!

Sound Value
When the party just can't go on without you, the MIX800 is always there to make any occasion an event – and it's so very, very affordable! Check out the sensational MINIMIX MIX800 at your local BEHRINGER dealer, or get yours online today!

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own MUSIC Group factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous 3-Year Warranty program.
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